ABSTRACT A newbhigh-speed computer algorithm is outlinedthat ascertains within and between nucleic acid and protein sequences all direct repeats, dyad symmetries, and other structural relationships. Large repeats, repeats of. high frequency, dyad symmetries of specified stem length and loop distance, and their distributions are determined. Significance of homologies is assessed by a hierarchy of permutation procedures. Applications are made to papovaviruses, the human papillomavirus HPV, A phage, the human and mouse mitochondrial genomes, and the human and mouse immunoglobulin K-chain genes.
Technical advances for determining the sequence of nucleic acids have been used to generate large data bases of more than 1.5 X 10' nucleotides. Analyses of this data require accurate and efficient computer programs that can rapidly search a single large sequence or many smaller sequences and identify relevant features (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Currently available programs for finding all homologies execute in time essentially proportional to the square of the sequence length (n2) and usually follow a single pair of homologues at a time. The programs of refs. 1 and 2 compare various sequences for homologies by successively sliding along each sequence, assuming all possible alignments. The matrix method (3, 5) , which displays regions of homology in two dimensions, is primarily limited to pairwise sequence comparisons. In this method, large sequences or multiple sequences are usually partitioned into sections ' 1 kilobase (kb) in length, and the matrices are examined by eye.
Another problem underlying nucleic acid sequence analysis is the distinction between meaningful structures and chance configurations. Confidence estimates for accepting significant homology are based on criteria related to the number of bases matched, percentage of mismatches tolerated, and constraints on numbers of insertions or deletions, etc. The algorithms of refs. 9 and 10 provide ways of measuring homology between pairs of nucleic acid or protein sequences based on minimization principles involving various penalty assignments for errors. The results are limited by the specification of the penalties.
FORMAT OF SEQUENCE COMPARISONS We have devised an algorithm of an intrinsic global character whose running time is a linear function of the input sequence size. The algorithm can find a variety of relationships between any number of nucleic acid sequences totalling up to 500 kb. The program executes in about 2 sec for sequences of length n 10,000 (see Table 1 ). The following four categories of output data representations are used to help in the identification of pertinent patterns in nucleic acid sequences: (i) frequency distribution of nucleic acid sequence homologies-e.g., direct repeats (DR) and dyad symmetries (DS); (ii) distribution of distances among repeats of high occurrence, clusters of repeats, and dyad symmetries of stem length 2 a specified size s, allowing-a central loop distance ' e bases; (iii) special attributes of the sequence-e.g., the several largest DR and DS; and (iv) distributions of the above for multiple sequences.
Assessment of statistical significance for these homologies is determined by various permutation and randomization procedures described in the next section. New theoretical results. germane to significance evaluations are also presented. The last section contains specific results to illustrate the scope and flexibility of the program when applied to DNA sequences including A phage (11) Table 7 ).
The frequency distribution for DS is two-dimensional fk(, ), which indicates, for each pair of integers (f,m), the number of DS pairs each of size k, one repeated ( times and its DS word repeated m times (see Table 10 ). The-program also ascertains a hierarchy of functionals identifying all DS pairs above a prescribed word size, all DS pairs of numerous occurrences, the distribution of self-dyads (self-D; a word is a self-D if it is.identical to its DS word-e.g., C-A-C-T-A-G-T-G), and all close DS of given minimum stem length and maximal loop length.. quires operations of the order R(f), where R(fl) is the total number of DR of size e. If the relative frequencies of words are not excessively skewed, R(e) shrinks rapidly, and the total number of operations to extract all DR from a sequence of size n will tend to be linear in n.
The above procedure is extended, with modifications, to determine all strings or groups of strings that exhibit relationships such as DS or more elaborate word relationships or patterns. The-actual execution time of our program (on an IBM 3081) from sequence data for identifying all possible DR and DS and a hierarchy of distributions is given in Table 1 .
The details of the algorithm will be presented elsewhere. Consider a randomly generated sequence of length n based on an r letter alphabet with probabilities pi of getting the letter Ai, i = 1,2,. . .,r. Let Ln be the length of the largest exact DR contained in the sequence. It follows, that the expected largest DR in a sequence of length 5,000, for a four-letter alphabet -with all letters equally likely and independently generated, is of length 12. The largest theoretically expected DR, L*, and the largest observed DR [obs(Ln)] are-recorded in Papovaviruses (SV40, Polyoma, and BKV). In SV40 there is the well-known 72-bp abutting (gap 0) enhancer segment and the 21-bp abutting "promoter" region. The next largest distinct hf DR. Hu-Ig and Ms-Ig. All hf DR were ascertained over the aggregate Hu-Ig and Ms-Ig sequences. For a sequence length n = 5,000, the criterion for a word of size k to qualify as a hf DR, k = 5 and 9, is to have at least 25 and 3 representatives, respectively. These threshold levels are determined from theoretical studies. The base composition for the Hu-Ig and MsIg K-chain gene sequences is similar. Table 4 shows that hf DR occur more in Hu-Ig compared to Ms-Ig. Moreover, clustering of DR also favor the Hu-Ig sequence. This is in contrast to the preponderance of close DS of stem length 2 7 [excluding self-dyads (self-D)] in the Ms-Ig versus Hu-Ig sequences (see Table 8 ).
Mitochondria. The largest DR in Hu-Mt-C-A-A-A-C-T-C-A-A-A-C-T-A-C-G-is 15 bp located at positions 3,674 and 11,748. The largest DR in Ms-Mt-T-A-T-C-C-T-T-A-T-T-T-A-T-T-A-T-is

G-C-T-T-T-A-T-T-T-G-T at 2,600 and 2,629 (gap 17) and T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-
We also note the 9-bp oligonucleotide A-A-A-C-G-T-A-A-G occurring at positions 1041, 1346, 1688, 2033 (spaced 296, 333, 306 bp apart, respectively) in Hu-Ig. The same oligonucleotide is in Ms-Ig at positions 774, 1129, 1759, 2097 with gaps 346, 621, 329, respectively. Notice that the jump of 621 equals 2 (300) for the Ms-Ig, reflecting the inactivation of J3.
Hu-Mt and Ms-Mt. The Ms-Mt has many more hf DR than does the Hu-Mt (Table 5) . By contrast, Hu-Ig shows many more hf DR than does Ms-Ig.
Papovaviruses. Table 6 shows that the original sequence contains significantly more oligonucleotides for sizes 4 and 6, repeated in high numbers, compared to the corresponding cases 10,15) (0,0) (6,15) (0,1) (1,9) (0,1) Number of oligonucleotides of a given size that occur in repeats 2 t times in the original sequence. The permutation range (P-range) is the corresponding range (minimum, maximum) determined from 20 randomly permuted sequences.
when the sequence is randomly permuted. This significance fails for word size 2 8. Short DR might be easier to generate (e.g., mediated by unequal crossing-over and gene conversion processes, by enzyme repair actions, and DNA stuttering mechanisms). However, a constant rate of mutation might tend to more readily disrupt the identity of longer repeats.
A It is interesting that the largest DR among the viruses tend to be in noncoding regions or in URFs and usually are GC-rich relative to expectations.
Distribution of DR. We use examples from the papovaviruses. The sums in each row of Table 7 are the number of distinct oligonucleotides of sizes 6 and 10 that occurred in the given sequences. The total number of possible words of size 6 with a four-letter alphabet is 46 = 4,096 and of size 10 is 410 = 1,048,580. If re words are repeated ( times, then Xtre = n = sequence length. Note that hf DR words of all sizes are considerably rarer in polyoma compared to both BKV and SV40. However, the number of unique oligonucleotides in polyoma is significantly more than in SV40 and BKV, even adjusting for the large 72 and 21 DR of SV40 and the two large DR in BKV.
DS
The importance of identifying DS pairs for their potential function in secondary structure and as signals for transcriptional control is well recognized. This section presents examples, interpretations, and speculation on the bivariate distribution of DS with particular attention to self-D, close DS, and large DS.
Close DS. 
